JWOC 2015

Junior success
in Bulgaria
Karen Blatchford

What a pleasure it is firstly to have the opportunity to act as Manager
and accompany the JWOC team to Bulgaria and secondly to report to the
Orienteering community about our enjoyable and successful time together.

P

reparations prior to JWOC 2014 had an online flavour this
year with coach Hanny Allston conducting many seminars to
discuss training, race preparation and the specifics of Bulgarian
terrain. It was fantastic to have our JWOC athletes and some
elites all online asking and answering questions from all parts
of Australia. Thankfully, following the Easter carnival, we had a
training camp in the Blue Mountains because the next chance for
us all to be together as a team would be in Bulgaria. Following on
in this flavour we established our own JWOC fb page as a chance
to keep families and friends in Australia updated with photos and
results and regular postings, our usual Team blog and, of course,
the Team started a craze with their own Instagram!! … a craze
that took on among other National teams.
Our athletes and coaches gathered a week prior to competition.
Hanny of course had been competing at WOC in Italy, some
athletes had been spectating and competing in Italy in the public
races and all of our boys had arrived in Bulgaria early and had
been checking out some of the training maps. Arrival at our
accommodation was in groups and we ended up having rooms
fairly spread out throughout the hotel. How can we complain
about anything to do with our accommodation though, it was
fantastic and certainly well worth the extra expense to get the
A accommodation. Appropriately so, we were accommodated
with the other formidable teams, Sweden, Norway, Finland,
Switzerland, Denmark and Canada and New Zealand.
Athletes were in pairs in rooms with their own bathroom, air
conditioning, wifi, a fantastic foyer area for socializing, a gym and
heated pool and massage area and amazing meals.
Australian and New Zealand team members
training together during the training week.

The team

Our training week was as well organised and appropriate as I can
imagine possible. To hear team members from NZ and Australia
comment to the same effect was very rewarding for NZ coach
Rob Jessop and Hanny. Our training week program involved map
walks, simulation races, and practices at a variety of intensity
levels. All training was done together, NZ and Australia athletes
meeting together each evening and training together each day and
even spending our rest days together …. until competition week
….. then we became friendly opponents.

Training Week
The first training session focused on the Middle Distance terrain
with some map walk/jogs of low to moderate intensity. It was
obvious that Rob (NZ coach) had done an extensive amount of
work in preparing training activities for this week. He provided
printed courses and our own flags to place in the bush. The next
day saw the athletes engage in some moderate Long Distance
training on ‘Govedarci’ and some Sprint training in a park where
NZ and Aust athletes together had mass starts for some legs.
The rest day was particularly valuable and following a relaxing
morning we took advantage of a local tourist attraction, a 4.8km
Gondola ride from Borovets, climbing over 1000m to a peak of
2369m. The steep ride took around 25 minutes and the view
from the top was amazing. A terrific way to spend a rest day.
Comments from the athletes indicated that the race simulations
were one of the best training activities they’d encountered,
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Olle Poland Middle
Distance Final.
Brodie Nankervis Sprint

Matt Doyle Sprint.

and particularly valuable for those that had
Olle Poland Relay.
never competed in a big competition before.
The evening prior to the simulation Hanny,
Rob, Anna (NZ coach and Manager) and myself met and had a
random start draw, organised maps and control descriptions and
travel arrangements for the athletes. We then met with the Team
and distributed the information and had it on display in the
accommodation as we would be during competition week. With
the two Teams we had four vehicles between us. Athletes were
told of their leaving time (when to be in the foyer) and who they
would be travelling with. They were encouraged to follow the
same routine they would adopt during competition week with a
gear check in the foyer and transport to the Start without going via
the Finish area. We had race simulations for Sprint, Middle and
Long Distance terrain during the training week. All were original
Rob Jessop courses with our own flags in the bush. Hanny and
Toph and Rob were in charge of putting out the flags and Anna
and I were occasionally trusted to find them and bring them in
after training :-)
On the Sunday prior to competition we had another rest day
and all Team members chose to chill together, flirt a little, swim,
finalise profiles and rest their legs or do a jog … anything that
suited their own preparation. By this time we were regulars
at the Samokov supermarkets. Thankfully the meals at the
accommodation were so good we only needed to supplement
water, sports drinks, fruit and snacks.

Competition Week
The weather during the training week was encouraging however
the competition week showed us just how quickly conditions can
change and how to cope with lots of rain at major competitions.
The Sprint event in Samokov was no exception with only perhaps
the first 20 runners experiencing dry conditions for their run. The
running surface became extremely slippery and it was obvious
that the tents provided for our gear were going to provide an extra
challenge during the week if the rain persisted – all our gear was
saturated. Despite the conditions the Aussies came away with
some terrific results: Our top three men, Oscar, Brodie and Matt
all placing in the top 30; our top five women, Asha, Anna, Nicola,
Olivia and Lanita all within 50 seconds of each other and around
3mins slower than Sweden’s Sara Hagstrom’s 13:15 winning time.
A terrific way to start a very successful JWOC campaign. From here
we went to a local sports stadium for the award ceremony where
we could celebrate a NZ gold medal with Tim Robertson and the
NZ Team.
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Summer growth in the Long
Distance terrain resulted in lush,
green grass in the open areas
leading to some slow running and longer than expected winning
times. The Long Distance event really was very difficult this year
- physically and technically very demanding and different to any
terrain experienced in Australia. Our late starters had the best runs
and in particular our boys once again proved they can master
anything that is thrown at them. The Aussies were being noticed!
We had time to celebrate our success but also needed to refocus
on our Middle Distance event, the change of scale and change
of terrain. Our rest day involved a run on the complex Middle
Distance model map and then time at the hotel to enjoy some
wifi, the pool, a movie, a chat AND afternoon tea with our Aussie
and NZ supporters at the hotel. We might try to make a habit of
this sort of social occasion each year.
The weather for the Middle Distance Qualification and Final saw
much needed sunshine!! The qualification races provided a few
surprises with some of the more notable European competitors
having difficulty in the complex contours. We had some very
admirable performances, in particular from our three most senior
boys, Olle, Oscar and Brodie, to qualify for the A Final and Matt
and Henry only just missed out. Michele, Nicola and Anna had
very solid runs to qualify in good positions for the B Final.
Unfortunately for the Middle Distance Final all athletes were
placed in quarantine and with the A Final held first, spectator
numbers and atmosphere at the arena were missing and the
feeling in quarantine was somewhat more relaxed than the
majority of JWOC Final races. To top it off spectators found
themselves cheering a dog on as it ran down the finish chute
…. Only in Bulgaria. The Aussies once again performed beyond
expectations with our A Final men placing 16th (Brodie), 32nd
(Oscar), and 34th (Olle). Absolutely amazing! To have four of our
girls in the top-23 of the B Final is fantastic and made Hanny’s job
of Relay selections very difficult. As is the depth of this Team any
of the teams chosen were in the chance for a top result.
The Relay saw the first miss-punch of the competition, the return
of thunderstorms and drenching rain and our first major injury.
Oscar put in one of the gutsiest performances to come through
the spectator control leading and then to finish only seconds
behind the leading teams ….. while sporting a nasty gash to his
knee requiring hospitalisation and some serious cleaning out and
strapping. At least he got the sympathy vote at the JWOC party ….
No shortage of offers to look after poor Oscar :-)

Lanita Steer Middle Distance Final.

Anna Dowling Relay.

Nicola Blatchford Sprint.

Asha Steer

M20 Middle Distance
Zheleznica South
1:10000 5m

Banquet
2014 was to be the first year
where no official banquet was organised
however a Belgium athlete had taken it upon
himself to organise a JWOC party at a local nightclub
in Borovets. Now if you’d had the culture shock we’d had after
driving around Bulgaria for the past two weeks, you would never
have imagined that a nightclub of this calibre existed in Borovets;
it was awesome. The organising athlete came to a Manager’s
meeting to explain the JWOC Party and ask for Managers’ support,
which was unanimous. This party was all on his head with no
official organising team involved so as Team Managers we offered
to set boundaries, supervise during the evening and ensure no
alcohol was taken to the premises. All athletes would agree it
was a very successful JWOC party. Now, as a teacher I may have
gone overboard with the supervision later in the evening but rest
assured our athletes all walked back to the hotel together, all
caught their respective flights and buses the following morning
and all were very well behaved …. AND we’ve ensured the official
banquet will return from 2015 on. Maybe I’ll relax a little next
year - haha.
From the 2014 Team we farewell Brodie, Oscar, Olle and Michele
and wish them all the best as they move to the Senior elites.
The JWOC 2014 final team score saw Australia in 13th position!!
Superb effort. And as well as working hard this awesome group of
Aussie athletes were just so much fun to be around, not only for
Hanny and I but clearly the other teams enjoyed their company
immensely.

Over for another year
While we can focus on individual results at JWOC it’s nice to look
at the bigger picture. JWOC is an amazing opportunity for our
junior elites, both to represent their country and to experience
a big European competition and also to foster enthusiasm and
development as orienteers in the hope their passion for the
sport will see them competing for many years to come. It’s an
exciting time in Australia for High Performance management
and it’s exciting for our juniors to look at JWOC results and see
just how achievable even their most ambitious dreams and goals
can be. We thank Orienteering Australia for the support and
financial assistance in once again sending twelve athletes to the
competition.
For Hanny and myself in our first year in these roles as Coach and
Manager respectively, we could not have been prouder of the Team
we spent time with in Bulgaria, not only of their performances
but of their attitudes, commitment, camaraderie and selfmanagement. We are so very thankful that we accepted these as
two year positions so we get to take on board criticisms, advice
and gained knowledge from experience to do it all over again next
year in Norway.
Bring on JWOC 2015.
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Wildfire Sports
Australian
Ultra-Long
2014
Geoff Lawford

T

he cream of Australian orienteering ran head to head in the
second Wildfire Sports Australian Ultra-Long – this year held
at Kooyoora in late August on a double header weekend that
included the Victorian Middle Distance Championships and the
Wildfire Sports Victorian Long Distance Championships. On a
cool but sunny Spring-like morning three mass starts sent waves
of elite runners through the Melville Caves picnic area straight
into a muddle of boulders, bare rock and contours that only
Kooyoora knows how to stage.
This year the Ultra-Long field - in a race for a major $2500 prize
of a return trip to Europe (plus race entry) - was boosted by
some of New Zealand’s best talent - Lizzie Ingham (13th WOC
Sprint 2014, 20th WOC Middle 2014) and Nick Hann (5th JWOC
Middle 2014, 22nd JWOC Long 2014, 21st JWOC Sprint 2014) –
both in top form from successful campaigns in Europe. Nick, in
particular, seemed to have his eye firmly fixed on the main prize,
having travelled across the Tasman for the sole purpose of racing.
Australians in contention included Dave Shepherd, Lachlan Dow,
Brodie Nankervis (last year’s runner up), Jasmine Neve and Rob
Walter – these days a bit of a specialist in long distance races.
The runners in the four elite classes (Junior and Senior men and
women) were eligible for the prize, with the overall winner being
decided on kilometre rates compared to Nordic elite kilometre
rates for their respective classes in Ultra-Long races.
Following the mass starts, course setter Jim Russell had the
runners split by loops, including Phi loops, so that no two
runners had the same control sequence – evident from the variety
of exits the runners made from the Start arena. After each main
loop the runners returned through the Start arena, grabbed their
next map and (mostly) returned into the fray. The courses were
both physically and mentally taxing, featuring long legs with
multiple route choices and fine navigation into the controls.
Projected winning times were: M21E - 2h30m; W21E - 1h50m;
M17-20E - 1h50m; and W17-20E - 1h35m.
In the Men’s elite class the excitement was most evident with
Bryan Keely returning from the first loop in the lead – but
pursued closely by Ian Lawford and Lachlan Dow. At control #18
Lachlan Dow snatched the lead and held it through the second
map change by a narrow half minute margin over Rob Walter. A
few controls later Lachlan unfortunately retired injured but the
intensity of the racing increased with the lead see-sawing between
Ian Lawford and Bryan Keely, before Ian finally pulled clear at
control #46 and built a four minute margin by the finish over
Dave Shepherd, second, and Bryan Keely, third.
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Nick Hann.

In the Women’s elite class Lizzie Ingham, last year’s prize winner,
returned in the lead after the first loop but unfortunately had to
retire from injury. She was closely followed by Clare Brownridge,
Sarah Buckerfield and Jasmine Neve with Jasmine taking the lead
from control #18 and building it through the second and third
loops for a 9 minute win over Sarah, second and Clare, third.
The Junior women’s elite class had a small field of five runners
with the lead hotly contested by Anna Dowling and Nicola
Blatchford until the middle of the race, shortly after the first map
change, when Anna slowly pulled clear for a 9 minute win over
Nicola (second) and Michele Dawson (third) a further three
minutes down.
From the outset, Nick Hann stamped his authority on the Junior
men’s race, leading by four seconds over Matt Doyle at the first
control and building the lead from there for a five minute win
over a gallant Matt, with Brodie Nankervis a further five minutes
down for third place.
Using a computer program developed by Ian Chennell, standings
for the main $2500 prize were broadcast to a TV screen for
the benefit of spectators. As the race unfolded these standings
were continually updated, and it became clear fairly early that,
barring a mistake, Nick Hann would be taking the prize home
to New Zealand. And indeed, with Nick having a kilometre rate
faster than the elite men – though for a substantially shorter
course, that was the eventual outcome with a percentage of 108.4
(compared to Nordic elite kilometre rates). Second for the big
prize was Matt Doyle (114.2%), third Ian Lawford (116.2%), and
fourth Brodie Nankervis (119.1%).
During prize-giving, $1500 of additional prizes – including Inov8 racing shoes and customised “Ultra-Long” racing tops - were
on offer from race sponsors Dirty.D (personalised Orienteering
apparel) and Wildfire Sports (Orienteering/sports equipment
and accessories). Eureka Orienteers and Bendigo Orienteers (the
organising clubs) wish to thank Dirty.D and Wildfire Sports for
their support and again hope that the Ultra-Long added variety
and challenge to the national calendar and helped our elites build

WORLD MASTERS ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS

Jenny Bourne wins
Double Gold in Brazil

A

t WMOC 2014 held near Porto Alegre in southern Brazil,
Jenny Bourne of Eureka Orienteers was triumphant in
both Finals of her W60 age class. She became 2014 World
Masters Orienteering Champion in Sprint and Long Distance,
winning both by considerable margins.
The Sprint Final was held in a park around a major waterfall
with partly cleared picnic grounds but a lot of thick forest with
an extensive track network. The hills and thick forest made
for some interesting route choices. Jenny won by the large
margin (for a Sprint) of 47 seconds.

Placegetters in the Women’s course.

In the Long Distance Final she was again victorious, this time
by a margin of 1min 8sec over the next finisher. Jenny had a
remarkably consistent week of Orienteering, finishing a close
second in both Long Distance qualification races and then
maintaining this consistency to win her second Final.
Other Australians to do well, this time in the M60 age class,
were Ted Van Geldermalsen (Yarra Valley OC) – 4th in the
Sprint and 10th in Long Distance; Paul Pacque (East Valley OC)
– 12th in Sprint and 7th in Long Distance. Other good results
were: Blair Trewin (Yarra Valley OC) – 13th in M40 Sprint; Ann
Ingwersen (Parawanga) – 10th in W70 Sprint and 9th in Long
Distance; Geoff Lawford (Eureka) – 7th in M55 Sprint and 27th
in Long Distance; Kevin Paine (Bushflyers) – 4th in M85 Sprint.
Lastly, honorary Aussie Peo Bengtsson (Sweden) won both
the Sprint and Long Distance Finals in M80.

Elite class placegetters
M21E
Ian Lawford ......................2:24.40
David Shepherd ................2:28.52
Bryan Keely ......................2:30.31
W21E
Jasmine Neve ..................2:13.31
Sarah Buckerfield .............2:22.06
Clare Brownridge .............2:27.20
M17-20E
Nick Hann ........................1:38.33
Matt Doyle .......................1:43.47
Brodie Nankervis ..............1:48.13
W17-20E
Anna Dowling ..................1:47.42
Nicola Blatchford .............1:54.50
Michele Dawson ..............1:57:44
Bridget Anderson races up the bare
rock slope out of the start.

The four placegetters in the race for the main prize.

towards international standard. Perhaps next year an Aussie can
get it together and finally win! Thanks go to Toph (Christopher
Naunton) for a great commentary during the race! And thanks
also to the weather gods!
Maps of the courses and routes taken can be found on
Routegadget on the web, and split times are on Winsplits.

File photo of Jenny in action at the 2012 World Masters
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